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Judge Carson & Mr Garza,
Enclosed please find two Paper Transcripts of our Second Meeting here on the 19th of
April of this year, & where-in we were discussing “Over-Arching Issues” of Oregon’s
Constitutional Law. There is an audio tape of that meeting enclosed in this package also, so that
you can check for yourselves as-to the accuracy of the Transcript. As before, but with a bit more
time for you to review that material; if you find any inaccuracies or otherwise object to anything
written in the Transcript, please let us know of such objection within 20 days of the date which
you receive this package, or we will consider that all Oregonians concerned there-with to be
Justified in Presuming that you have conceded to the Accuracy of the Transcript.
Also on the audio tape enclosed is a copy of the KPAM Radio Show in which Judge
Carson, myself, & Jeffery Weakley were the subject of focus. That section of tape is on the
second side, after the end of our meeting’s discussions. It lasts about 10 minutes. It is
unflattering & prejudicial towards the myself & Jeff, & the work which we are doing. But such as
it is, you are now able to review it for yourself, & to reference it at your pleasure.
Also enclosed please find a video-taped copy of the movie Jeff mentioned in our meeting,
& called “Allegheny Uprising”, with John Wayne. It looks like it was made in 1939, in black &
white, with color added later. From our experiences, it seems that those who take their studies of
the Law seriously, as we know you both do; frequently have troubles interfacing our dedication to
the study of Law into our social lives. Perhaps this movie will serve some small benefit in that
area for you, as it has for us.
We will try to get another outline of points to focus on in our next meeting to you soon.
We feel good progress is being made, but that we are still frequently digressing into areas where
our limited time is not used optimally. Much of this is from the people on our side, & we will
again try to exercise greater discipline within our own ranks. But we would again ask that these
meetings be scheduled more frequently (less time intervals between meetings), & with at least two
hours so that we may get into the in-depth meat & potatoes of the Issues.
We desire to re-affirm our Appreciation of both of you joining with us in these meetings,
& in which both factions here seem Dedicated to Preserving the General Welfare of the People of
Oregon through the Ideal of Constitutionally Legitimate Government.
We sincerely hope that everything is going well for both of you & your families.
Sincerely,

_________________________________
Charles Bruce, Stewart.

